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INTRODUCTION

VBS BLUE DATA PIPELINE

The US Army's One World Terrain (OWT) initiative aims
to deliver a single, global terrain database that is capable of
simulating any operational environment. The geospatial
data required to support all intended training environments
(air, space, land, water, and subsurface) is enormous. VBS
Blue—Bohemia Interactive Simulations' whole-earth
rendering technology—addresses this issue by seamlessly
blending high-resolution data with algorithmically
enhanced low-resolution geospatial data to procedurally
generate realistic, geotypical terrain. The resulting terrain is
efficiently delivered over the cloud to points of need,
significantly reducing data storage requirements.

VBS Blue is Bohemia Interactive Simulations’ new, wholeearth rendering technology designed to be modular and
extensible. Geospatial and model data are supplied through
a system of plugins that process the data into an internal
run-time format that is optimized for rendering. The plugin
system provides support for a basic set of data formats; its
integrated API allows developers to create custom plugins
whenever an unsupported format is identified.

The benefits of procedural terrain are many, though a
common disadvantage is the difficulty correlating terrain
(ensuring a common view of the battlespace) in a
heterogeneous, networked simulation training environment.
Improving correlation is difficult because different
simulation systems typically have unique terrain
representations with different input data requirements, and
these differences are a recurrent cause of miscorrelation. To
address this, we have taken the procedural terrain from
VBS Blue and stored the components in open formats so
they can be ingested by all the participating simulation
systems. Although this does not completely solve the
problem, providing common geospatial data does improve
correlation and simplifies data logistics.
In this paper, we will review the terrain generation
technology in VBS Blue and outline how it enhances
publicly available global data to procedurally generate
realistic, detailed simulation terrain. Using VBS3 and other
terrain as examples, we will show how VBS Blue's
procedurally enhanced terrain components can be
repurposed as geospatial inputs to other simulation systems,
thus providing a common set of source data that improves
correlation. Quantitative evaluations of correlation will also
be presented.
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The VBS Blue engine makes data requests through the Data
Manager which schedules them on the available threads
allocated to the engine. The requests flow back into the
plugin system, resulting in requests for geospatial source
data. The plugin evaluates which part of its source data is
covered by the request then loads and reprojects the
overlapping portion. The data is converted into a renderingefficient form and passed back through the plugin pipeline
to the rendering system.

Figure 1: Overview of the VBS Blue Data Pipeline
The engine generates data requests based on the area of the
world being processed. Viewing distance and other
parameters determine the number and resolution of the
requests (i.e., data further from the camera covers larger
areas of the earth and will be lower resolution). The
requests are always the same raster size which allows the
plugin pipeline to efficiently process the data returned from
the plugins.
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Influencer), and lastly crater modifications are combined to
produce the final height map (Combine Height A+B). The
right pane shows a portion of the resulting terrain.

Figure 2: Camera viewing frustum and the resulting
plugin pipeline data requests
A plugin exists for each type of data layer required by VBS
Blue. The data layer types are similar to those required by
other game engines and include height data, surface
material maps, water maps, road/transportation vectors, and
building footprints. Optional data layer types may include
ground textures (phototextures) and point cloud data.
Plugins of each layer type are instanced to provide data
from multiple sources, and multiple plugins of the same
type can be merged so that the Plugin Manager only
manages a single input of each data type. Figure 3 shows
two height plugin instances which are providing disjointed
height data to a Merge plugin instance (provider). The
result of the Merge provider is a single height source which
can be used by other plugins.
Though made up of relatively simple primitives, the plugin
system is quite powerful. Figure 4 (left) shows how height
data from the global baseline is combined with height data
from an inset to produce a refined height map (Combine
Height), which is then combined with refined elevations
from cutting & filling road data into the height map (Road

Figure 3: An example of multiple height providers
(covering disjoint data) being combined into a single
height source reusable by other plugins

PROCEDURAL ENHANCEMENT OF DATA
LAYERS IN VBS BLUE
VBS Blue can render any full resolution inset data supplied
as an input so long as a data pipeline plugin exists that
understands the format of that data. Several existing VBS
Blue plugins import data using the popular Geospatial Data
Abstraction Library (GDAL) software package, and thus
many common geospatial data formats are supported by
default. Typical users do not always have terrain data
available, however, so VBS Blue provides global baseline
data layers which are obtained and/or derived from a
number of publicly available open sources. These data
sources are typically low- and moderate-resolution sources
(10s to 100s of meters per pixel) which, when rendered,

Figure 4: Combining height data sources and refinements (L) and the resulting terrain (R)
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Figure 5: VBS Blue scene rendered with baseline data (L) and baseline data with procedural height refinements (R).
provide primary geo-specific features but lack the detail
that is expected (and frequently necessary) to produce
detailed terrains that can support realistic immersive ground
simulations.
VBS Blue starts with the baseline data in a layer and
procedurally refines it to produce realistic high-resolution
terrain at sub-meter resolutions. The refinement is
performed on demand as terrain is viewed so that the highresolution details do not need to be stored or transmitted
from a server. For example, the VBS Blue plugin system
has a provider that uses multi-resolution Perlin noise to add
high-resolution procedural details to low-resolution height
data.
Figure 5 shows the baseline terrain without procedural
height refinements (left) and with refinements (right). The
refined result on the right looks more realistic, though it
can be a source of miscorrelation between different
rendering systems being used in the same simulation. The
VBS Blue plugin pipeline allows scenario builders to
choose which characteristic is most important—increased
visual realism or minimizing terrain miscorrelations—and
do so based on each use case.
Other geospatial data layers are similarly refined. The
global surface material layer is also refined with multiresolution Perlin noise which—combined with refined
baseline height and other data—is used to produce
procedural ground textures (or phototextures). These are
generated in lieu of requiring costly global EO imagery
which requires significant storage and rendering resources.
VBS Blue performs additional procedural enhancements to
improve the conflation of certain distinct data layers. Roads
and other transportation layer features are combined with
height data to cut and fill the features into the height data so
that the travel surfaces are flat, smooth, and slope
constraints are obeyed.
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The procedural enhancement algorithms used in VBS Blue
were developed to realistically refine the data, though the
generated details are artificial and—by design—deviate
somewhat from the original geospatial data collected by the
sensors. However, if higher resolution baseline geospatial
data is supplied, the VBS Blue data pipeline can use that
data and again procedurally produce realistic details but
with correspondingly smaller deviations.

EXPORTING TERRAIN COMPONENTS FROM
VBS BLUE
As described earlier, the VBS Blue data processing pipeline
supplies an API for building custom plugins. A
consequence of this API is that it provides access to data as
it is processed at any point within the plugin pipeline. We
used this API to develop a plugin called the ExportData
plugin for exporting VBS Blue’s procedurally refined
height and ground textures. The plugin parameters are the
bounding box of the area designated for export, and the
resolution of the final export. The plugin then generates
data requests over the bounding box at the level-of-detail
that most closely matches (but exceeds) the requested
resolution. The requests propagate through the plugin
system to generate the requested data. Each request
generates a tile of data which is then merged and the result
reprojected to an output coordinate system.
The ExportData plugin generates a complete set of data
requests that covers a user-specified location at the desired
resolution. The tiled requests are then merged, reprojected,
and stored on disk as an open format (such as GeoTIFF).
This data—with the VBS Blue engine refinements “baked
in”—can then be used as the height and ground texture
inputs for other simulation systems.
Figure 6 shows three correlated terrains using the height
map and ground texture generated from VBS Blue. The
input height and ground texture data is correlated for this
example, but there are other obvious miscorrelations in the
scene, including road surface textures, vegetation
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Figure 6: Correlated terrains from VBS3 (top L), OpenFlight (top R) and VBS Blue (bottom). All three terrains were
generated using the same using height, surface texture, road vectors, and building model locations.
placement, vegetation types, and even dynamic parameters
view distances, lighting (shadows) and weather. This
underscores the difficulty of producing correlated terrains
for different simulation systems, and highlights the
importance of determining both the salient and
inconsequential features in each simulation use case.

IDENTIFYING AND QUANTIFYING
CORRELATION
The general problem of improving correlation between
different rendering engines is hard for many reasons
including different simulator goals (e.g., fast airborne
versus detailed ground-based simulators) and different
input requirements (e.g., different geospatial data or
different coordinate systems). Reducing the variables
between the various simulation systems used in an exercise
improves correlation; using common input data is a simple
but effective way to do this.
The VBS Blue data pipeline can toggle refinements to the
baseline data layers on or off in order to improve
correlation of the VBS Blue terrain between other
simulation systems. It is also useful to know the locations
and magnitude of miscorrelations that are introduced if a
given procedural refinement is turned on. The impact of
miscorrelation issues on simulation participants depends on
the goal of the simulation, so if areas and magnitudes of
miscorrelation can be identified, then exercise designers
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can make intelligent decisions about the resources they
commit for improving the correlation.
For height data, we identify miscorrelated areas by
differencing the height data at various points in the
refinement pipeline. Such comparisons can also be made
between any two height maps in the process if, for
example, developers want to understand the effects of
adding buildings to a height map by first flattening the
terrain under the footprint.
In Figure 7, we show the differences of the refined
heightmaps when compared with the baseline input data
where the colors represent various ranges of difference. In
the first difference pane, we observe that the procedural
height refiner is adding small-magnitude height differences
across the scene. This is expected as such details are
important throughout. The second pane reveals the
magnitude of road cut-and-fill differences on a ramp
leading up to a bridge model. In order to obey the
trafficability constraints specified during the terrain build,
elevation changes on the order of 10m were necessary to
make the area of the terrain immediately under the road as
it approached the bridge. This is a case where the scenario
designer may wish to 1) make changes on how the data is
refined in order to reduce the magnitude of the changes; 2)
extract the cut-and-fill height map and provide that as input
data to all participating simulation systems; or 3) choose to
ignore/avoid that area of the terrain. The third pane
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Figure 7: Differencing the input and incrementally refined VBS Blue height maps highlight areas
of deviation in meters: black: [-0.5,0.5]; tan: [0.5,5]; cyan:[-0.5,-5]; blue: [5,10]; red: [10+].
demonstrates how height correlation can be displayed in the
without specific refinements, to all of the rendering systems
rendered terrain to visually assess the agreement of the
used in the simulation scenario. By comparing the rendered
input height map (green spheres) with the rendered terrain.
results of each simulation system to the input data we can
quantitatively identify areas in the terrain where
As a final comment, we have focused this discussion on
miscorrelations are likely to occur, and iteratively improve
height correlation, but miscorrelations that impact the
correlation and therefore the “fair fight” characteristics in
simulation experience can occur in other data layers and in
complex multi-simulation configurations.
metadata (attribution). For example, vegetation placement
and types impact the visual similarity of the scene as well
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented details of the data processing
pipeline for VBS Blue, Bohemia Interactive Simulations’
whole-earth rendering technology. We showed how this
pipeline supports the procedural refinement of low- and
moderate-resolution baseline data, transforming it into
high-resolution data capable of supporting detailed groundlevel simulations, and we further demonstrated the
flexibility of the data pipeline by presenting a plugin that
extracts refined height and ground texture data so that it can
be used in other simulation systems.
Being able to access and extract the processed terrain data
at any point in the pipeline is a powerful capability that is
useful in reducing miscorrelations commonly encountered
in heterogeneous multi-simulation configurations. This is
accomplished by providing the same input data, with or
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